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Abstract

We propose statistical methods for evaluating the efficiency of CAPTCHA. Most people unfairly assumed 

that machines are not capable at reading precisely. This fact leads to the invention of CAPTCHA, a distorted 

word or short phase, which is designed to thwart computers and separate human from machines. However, 

advances in image recognition technologies mean that machines are constantly getting better at recognizing 

CAPTCHA. This forces CAPTCHA designers to design even more difficult CAPTCHAs to prevent their systems 

from being gamed by malicious bots. However, this arm race has an unintended side effect on the common 

users. Many CAPTCHAs are now so hard that many people are unable to read them. This obviously conflicts 

with the original purpose that CAPTCHA was invented in the first place. Our analysis shows that some 

CAPTCHAs are more users friendly. In particular, Yahoo-style CAPTCHA is the most friendliness. This 

suggests that a good CAPTCHA could be a simple text with some distortion that prevents machines from 

correctly segmenting characters.
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1. Introduction

People always believe that machines are in-

capable of reading words or short phases from 

pictures. This is partly due to the limitations in 

image processing and character recognition tech-

nology in the early days. In addition, advance 

image-recognition technologies were not avail-

able to public at large. With these assumptions 

in mind, the Completely Automated Public Turing 

test to tell Computer and Human Apart (CAP-

TCHA) [Ahn et al., 2004] was invented to sepa-

rate machines from human.

CAPTCHA is primarily designed to prevent 

undesirable accesses or malicious attacks from 

botnets. Over the years, various types of CAPT-

CHAs have been invented with different level 

of effectiveness. Recently, the rapid advance in 

image recognition and machine learning techni-

ques have raised the concern on the efficacy 

and significant of CAPTCHA.

To evaluate whether CAPTCHA is still a via-

ble tool for differentiating machines from hu-

man, we have formulated an evaluation method 

that contrasts and compares human and ma-

chines ability in solving various types of CAPT-

CHAs. The results of our evaluation show the 

effectiveness of several types of CAPTCHAs at 

obfuscating words and phases from machines. 

Our study also unveils the human ability at re-

cognizing and solving CAPTCHAs.

We believe that an inclusive analysis of CAPT-

CHA is needed. The approach should take into 

account both effectiveness and usability. The 

effectiveness is the ability that a CAPTCHA 

can prevent machines from malicious accesses. 

The usability is how efficient a user can recog-

nize a CAPTCHA.

We believe that our approach will reveal the 

true effectiveness of CAPTCHAs. In our evalu-

ation, CAPTCHA friendliness is a key criterion 

for measuring efficiency. The CAPTCHA friendli-

ness is defined as a difference between the suc-

cess rate of human at solving a CAPTCHA and 

the success rate of machines at solving the same 

CAPTCHA.

The remainder of this paper is organized as 

follows. Section II reviews related literatures. 

Section III describes our experimental method. 

Our experimental results and conclusion are in 

Section IV and Section V respectively.

2. Literature Review 

Most existing research on CAPTCHA does 

not focus on efficiency. To our knowledge, the 

best (if not only) way to determine whether a 

CAPTCHA can prevent a bot from accessing 

the system without complicating human is to 

conduct real experiments. In this section, we 

will review previous works related to the de-

velopment of CAPTCHA.

Since the design goal of CAPTCHA is to 

prevent a machine from entering a system, it 

has been developed and localized as text CAPT-

CHA, picture CAPTCHA, voice CAPTCHA, logic 

CAPTCHA, and others. From the design con-

cept, they should be human friendly [Nanglae 

and Bhattarakosol, 2012; Shirali-Shahreza and 

Shirali-Shahreza, 2008; Chandavale and Sapkal, 

2011; Truong et al., 2011; Tamang and Bhattara-

kosol, 2012; Hsieh and Wu, 2013]. 
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         <Figure 1> (A) The Ideal Universe of Well-Designed CAPTCHA (B) The Ideal Universe of Badly Designed CAPTCHA 

(C) The Universe of Existing CAPTCHA 

To protect a system from potential threat, 

CAPTCHA designers usually focused on the 

forms of challenge questions based on human 

understanding. The HIPs (Human Interaction 

Proofs) research [Chellapilla et al., 2005] sug-

gests that human can respond better (more ac-

curate) to this kind of question. 

Contemporary challenge-response method does 

not only take the advantage of human vision 

and recognition, but it also uses the human 

ability in logic interpretation and voice recog-

nition. Comparing to others, text-based CAPTCHA 

is the most accurate for human. Though heavily 

attacked by brute force, it is generally used by 

popular websites for years.

Initially, machines were poor at segmenting 

characters. Given that segmentation is a key to 

the success of reading, the designs of CAPT-

CHA used this fact for separating human and 

machines. Based on this assumption, we ob-

served that the early day of CAPTCHA in this 

decade emphasized on applying noise (descend, 

distort, resize, space reduction, background pat-

tern and cross line) to characters in the CAPT-

CHA picture. Some research [El Ahmad et al., 

2012; Chellapilla and Simard, 2004] looked for 

methods to obstruct machine by causing diffi-

culty in distinguishing characters. However, the 

research is not fast enough to surpass the ex-

pansion in machine power. Machine can now 

overcome some technique by applying naive image 

processing methods [Chandavale and Sapkal, 2010; 

Yan and El Ahmad, 2009; Li et al., 2010; Chellapilla 

et al., 2005].

Distorted Text-Based CAPTCHAs (clouding 

and distorting character) can successfully re-

duce the learning ability of machines. It, how-

ever, prevents human from reading the text 

correctly [Chellapilla et al., 2005]. 

Recent advances in machine learning has in-

troduce Deep Convolutional Neural Networks 

Technique [Goodfellow et al., 2013; Lv, G, 2011; 

Shu-Guang et al., 2011]. This technique has 

proven that machines can be trained to appro-

priately recognize CAPTCHA. This has set a 

new hurdle between technology and security.

Challenges in creating efficient CAPTCHA is 

to ideally make it good at preventing bot attack 

while still being friendly to human (<Figure 1> 

shows the concept). Good CAPTCHA should 

only prevent bots without causing trouble to 

human.  

A related study shows that human with dif-

ferent backgrounds (including age, nationality, 

education, English proficiency, origin, current 

habitat, and Internet experience) react diffe-
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rently in recognizing CAPTCHA. The study 

shows that the accuracy decreases as the age 

increases. People with higher education also gain 

more success rate. In particular, Google-style 

CAPTCHA (distortion) has less accuracy and 

usually require longer period of time for a per-

son to recognize comparing to that of noise- 

based CAPTCHA [Bursztein et al., 2010].

In the current state of the art, attacks on 

CAPTCHA are done in several steps. A CAPT-

CHA image is first preprocessed and separated 

into chunks (characters). They are then enter-

ing the recognition stage [Bursztein et al., 2011]. 

Noise (stroke and dots) is always an issue. In 

the early days of CAPTCHA, stroke and dots 

were added to make CAPTCHA resistance to 

the segmentation. However, the research has 

found that eliminating such noise is trivial (fast 

and accurate [Chandavale and Sapkal, 2010]). In 

fact, segmentation of a CAPTCHA with noise 

is proven to be simpler than segmentation of 

distorted CAPTCHA [Bursztein et al., 2011]. 

This suggests that noise is not a good obstacle 

for segmentation comparing to distortion. In ge-

neral, good segmentation will increase the pos-

sibility of recognizing a character (by OCR) to 

90% at the average time of 80 milliseconds [Yan 

and El Ahmad, 2008].

Most studies focus on either human ability or 

machine ability. Few study focus on both as-

pects at the same time. There exists a study 

[Chellapilla et al., 2005] focusing on human and 

machine ability in reading scruffy character with-

out text localization to test machines. However, 

the study did not apply to the whole CAPTCHA 

picture. Thus, it is incomplete since most ma-

chines fail to segment localized text.

It is arguably that text-based CAPTCHA is 

efficient for authenticating human. In next sec-

tion, we will demonstrate CAPTCHA efficiency 

to address this concern.

3. Experimental Design

This section provides the details of our me-

thodology. We use the sampling method sug-

gested by Taro Yamane [1967] to determine the 

size of our sample with some trade-offs in reli-

ability and accuracy. In big picture, representa-

tives of CAPTCHAs are taken from popular 

web sites. We ask human subjects to recognize 

them. A simple OCR is used for representing 

machine ability. By passing the same data set  

to the OCR, results are then evaluated.

3.1 Sample Size

According to the World Wide Web Consor-

tium (W3C), there are 2,925,249,355 Internet 

users world wide (data as of July 1st, 2014). We 

apply the Taro Yamane sampling size method 

[Yamane, 1967] to find a suitable number of our 

sample group, with a confidence interval at 95% 

and allowable error at 0.05. The calculation 

method is described as follows.

Let 

n = size of sample group 

N  = number of population 

e = allowable error 

Equation 

n = 
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<Figure 2> Samples of CAPTCHA

Calculation 

n = 




n = 400 persons

Therefore, at the confidence level of 95%, the 

minimum size of the sample group is 400 per-

sons.

3.2 OCR Engine

We choose to use Tesseract, a commonly avai-

lable OCR engine, for our evaluation. Tesseract 

OCR is an open source OCR engine. It is known 

as one of the most accurate among other open- 

source engines. We have primarily validated 

Tesseract OCR against Cool-php-captcha-0.3.1. 

The preliminary result shows the accuracy rate 

of 60%. In our experiment, Tesseract 3.02 is 

used (The Cool-php-captcha script is taken from 

https://code.google.com/p/cool-php-captcha/  

and the Tesseract software is taken from https:// 

code.google.com/p/tesseract-ocr/).

It is worth clarifying that a bot can be much 

more powerful in the real world. We choose to 

use only the plain vanilla Tesseract OCR in our 

study to represent a novice bot (or poor hacker) 

only.

3.3 CAPTCHA 

To capture the practical scenario, real CAPT-

CHAs were considered in our evaluation. As 

suggested by Alexa (Website ranking located 

at http://www.alexa.com/topsites), 11 sets of 

CAPTCHAs from 10 most popular websites were 

chosen (see <Figure 2>).  However, only web-

sites with unique CAPTCHAs were selected. 

For example, Google uses the same reCAPT-

CHA on the search engine page and the You-

Tube page. Thus, only one type on CAPTCHA 

is selected. However, Google also uses street- 

view CAPTCHA (SVHN) in certain cases. Thus, 

we also include it in our study. The 11 sets of 

CAPTCHAs are:

∙Google.com (SVHN)

∙Google.com (Hard reCAPTCHA)

∙Facebook.com

∙Yahoo.com

∙Baidu.com

∙Amazon.com

∙Wikipedia.com

∙Taobao.com

∙QQ.com

∙Live.com

∙Sina.com
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<Figure 3> Websites’ Picture for Challenge

For reCAPTCHA, different datasets may be 

used based on conditions. In our study, we limit 

the datasets of reCAPTCHA to the text-based 

datasets, which is comprised of SVGN dataset 

and hard reCAPTCHA dataset. The SVGN da-

taset only has numbers from natural scenes, 

while the Hard reCAPTCHA consists of more 

complex images that are only used when Google 

detects anomalies with associated IP address.

In our experiment, a subject must solve all 

unique CAPTCHAs. Given 400 subjects, 800 

CAPTCHA images from the 10 websites are 

prepared. Additional 200 CAPTCHA images are 

also stored for backup. Totally, there are 1,000 

CAPTCHA images collected.

In order to ensure the fairness, human sub-

jects and machines (OCR engine) must solve 

the same CAPTCHA images. 

3.4 Website Challenge Preparation

We created a website, www.captchachallenge. 

com, to collect minimum data from 400 random 

Internet users. The participants must first enter 

their age, gender, nationality, and education. We 

also collect the IP address of each participant 

for validation purposes. To avoid any human er-

rors and minimize participant’s fatigue, a su-

bject will only solve 20 CAPTCHA images per 

session. For each session, only 2 CAPTCHA im-

ages from the same source will be used. <Figure 

5> shows the screenshot of our website.

3.5 CAPTCHA Efficiency Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of CAPTCHA, 

both machines and human must be assessed. In 

order to do this, two metrics are introduced. They 

are Human Success Rate (HSR) and Machine 

Success Rate (MSR).  

To further find the CAPTCHA efficiency (CE), 

we propose to use the subtraction of the MSR 

value from the HSR value. The idea is to show 

the difference in the performance of human and 

machine in solving same type of CAPTCHA. 

Equation (1) is the function.

    CAPTCHA EFFICIENCY is CE

    CE = HSR-MSR (1)

The CE value represents the effectiveness for 

each type of CAPTCHA. To ease the pre-

sentation, the CAPTCHA friendliness is in-

troduced for representing the CE value. The 

idea is to use simple star rating (ranging from 

none to 5 stars) for ranges of values. <Table 

1> shows the relation between the CE values 

the friendliness. 

Level CE CAPTCHA Friendliness

1 < 0 (N/A)

2 0～10 ½

3 11～20 ★

4 21～30 ★½

5 31～40 ★★

6 41～50 ★★½

7 51～60 ★★★

8 61～70 ★★★½

9 71～80 ★★★★

10 81～90 ★★★★½

11 91～100 ★★★★★

<Table 1> CAPTCHA Friendliness
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CAPTCHA
Human Success Rate

(HSR)

Machine Success Rate

(MSR)

CAPTCHA Efficiency

(CE)

CAPTCHA 

Friendliness

SVHN 93.63 0 93.63 ★★★★★

FACEBOOK 71.66 0 71.66 ★★★★

YAHOO 94.15 0 94.15 ★★★★★

BAIDU 90.55 28.54 62.01 ★★★½

AMAZON 79.16 0 79.16 ★★★★

WIKIPEDIA 77.82 0.62 77.2 ★★★★

TAOBAO 84.09 0 84.09 ★★★★½

QQ 85.93 0 85.93 ★★★★½

LIVE 90.25 0 90.25 ★★★★★

SINA 80.9 0 80.9 ★★★★½

RECAPTCHA HARD 82.34 0 82.34 ★★★★½

<Table 2> Camparision of CAPTCHA Efficiency between Human and Plain-Vanilla Tessaract

The CE value range from -100 to +100. How-

ever, the negative value means no human is 

able to solve the CAPTCHA. This means CAPT-

CHA of this range misses the purpose. Thus, 

the CAPTCHA friendliness only shows the range 

of positive value.  

4. Results

We started our experiment in January 2015. 

It took about 2 months for 652 participants from 

all over the world. Only 487 participants are ap-

plicable since some of them did not complete all 

20 questions. On average, each CAPTHA image 

was solve in 13.40 seconds.

Most participants (48%) age between 26 and 

35 years old. About 79.9 percent of them have 

a college degree or higher.  Half of them (55%) 

are Thai. The ratio of male and female is 54:46. 

Each participant reached the success rate at 84.9 

percent. The details are shown in <Table 2>.

From the result (as expected by the authors), 

plain-vanilla Tesseract OCR can only solve 2 

types of CAPTCHA from Baidu and Wikipedia. 

The MSR for Baidu and Wikipedia are at 28.54% 

and 0.62% respectively. 

The average of HSR is 84.59%. For Yahoo- 

style CAPTCHA. The friendliness is as high as 

94.15. While Facebook has the lowest HSR, the 

lowest friendliness goes to Baidu at 62.01. This 

is because our OCR can also solve Baidu-style 

CAPTCHA as well.

 <Figure 4> Relation between Time Taken to Solve CAPTCHA 

and Age

We further analyze the relation between the 

average time taken to solve a CAPTCHA and 

the age (in <Figure 4>). The result suggested 

that the younger person were able to solve the 

CAPTCHA faster then the older person. 
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5. Conclusion 

We have proposed a statistical method for eva-

luating the efficiency of text-based CAPTCHA. 

To find the suitable CAPTCHA, we propose a 

CAPTCHA efficiency function and a friend-

liness value. This suggests that good text-based 

CAPTCHAs are those that can be solved by 

human with additional properties (i.e. distortion) 

that prevent machines from properly segment-

ing the characters.

Our experiment also suggests that the ability 

in solving CAPTCHA is depending on age of 

the person. However, the study of Human Inte-

raction Proofs (HIPs) is beyond the scope of our 

study. We hope to find the relation between the 

CAPTCHA efficiency and the HIPs in the future.

Note that this study is based on the plain-

vanilla open-source Tesseract OCR. It may not 

capture the state of the art employed by ad-

vance botnets. Nonetheless, we hope that it 

provides a basis for further improvement in 

CAPTCHA technology.
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